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Abstract: Background: Videoconferencing technology reduces time and costs between remote locations, fill gaps in teaching
services, enables meetings that would not be possible due to prohibitive travel costs, and improves access to learning Aim: To
explore the effectiveness of the theoretical module of PDFM (Professional Diploma of Family Medicine) in Sudan delivered
via distant learning compared to that of PDFM in Egypt delivered via conventional learning by comparing the achievement
level in the post-theoretical-module exam and the results of the exam analysis. Methods: This comparative study was
conducted from November 2014 to April 2015. In PDFM Egypt and Sudan, the theoretical part was delivered via face-to face
learning and synchronous videoconference respectively. The same exam was used to assess candidates' knowledge in PDFM in
Egypt and Sudan at the same time. Item analysis was done to obtain item and test statistics. Also, candidates' feedback was
assessed using a Web-based questionnaire Results: Thirty-two candidates (84.2%) passed the exam of PDFM in Egypt while
77 candidates (86.5%) passed it in Sudan. The reliability co-efficient of the exam in Egypt and Sudan were 0.9188 and 0.8140
respectively. There was no significant difference between the discrimination index of the exam (p value=0.074), while there
was significant difference between the difficulty index; 70% of the exam questions were considered easy in PDFM Sudan
compared to 40% in PDFM Egypt. Conclusion: Synchronous videoconferencing can be used to expand educational capacity
and international cooperation between academic institutions in developing countries, a particular priority in the growing field
of Family Medicine.
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1. Introduction
Distance learning programs range from independent study
to more formal coursework offered by various asynchronous
(email, Web) and synchronous (videoconferencing)
technologies and may include ‘‘blended learning’’
approaches combining distance education with face-to-face
instruction [1]. Previous research indicates that students
taught at a distance usually have no significant learning
differences from face to- face students [2].
Reasons mentioned by medical students for preferring
web tutorials rather than traditional lecture-based classes
included accessibility, ease of use, freedom of navigation
and the possibility of repeat practice. Despite its
advantages, the primary drawbacks to asynchronous online
learning are technical issues and the lack of interactions
among students and the instructor. These findings may be

the reason that integration of electronic education with
classroom problem solving sessions or other face to face
activities is necessary (3).
Videoconference-based education is the use of
communication technology, such as phone lines (integrated
services digital network [ISDN]) or the Internet (Internet
protocol [IP]) to provide education from a central site to
remote distant sites using live interactive audio–video
communication. There are a wide range of video systems in
use and they vary in terms of costs and resolution of video
images [1]. Videoconferencing has become a wellestablished distance-learning technique for medical
education, being used across a wide range of health
disciplines including, pharmacology [3], nursing [4] and
psychiatry [5].
Videoconferencing experience is considered to be close to
face-to-face experience for students in remote locations,
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where students indicated presenter personality, interactivity,
and teaching style were more important than point of origin.
Also students engaged in distance learning via
videoconferencing thought that direct contact with
international experts was considered a unique opportunity
and that the use of this medium created a sense of intimacy
and rapport despite the challenges posed by distance.
However the primary concern was the students' perception
that the videoconference tools were barrier to their
interaction with the instructor [6, 7].
Videoconferencing technology reduces time and costs
between remote locations, fill gaps in teaching services,
increases training productivity, enables meetings that would
not be possible due to prohibitive travel costs, and improves
access to learning [1].
Since, implementation of family medicine in Africa faces
many challenges including limited funding, focusing on
hospital care, poor training capacity, and drainage of doctors
towards rich or more developed countries. Hence, the Arab
Institute of Continuing Professional Development (AICPD)
introduced the professional diploma in family medicine
(PDFM) to face the shortage in family practitioners in Egypt
and Sudan. In order to reduce the travel costs and improve
access to learning, the theoretical module of PDFM in Sudan
was done via synchronous videoconferencing. This study is
an attempt to explore the effectiveness of the theoretical
module of PDFM in Sudan delivered via distant learning
compared to that of PDFM in Egypt delivered via
conventional learning by comparing the achievement level in
the progression exam and the results of the exam analysis.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Design
This comparative study was conducted from November
2014 to April 2015
2.2. Study Participants
Candidates enrolled in the PDFM (patch 7) in Egypt and
candidates enrolled in PDFM (patch 3) in Sudan.
2.3. PDFM Contents
The duration of the PDFM is one year and it is composed
of three modules:
1. Theoretical background of family medicine: 40 days
(2days / 20 weeks). Each day consists of 6-hour lecture
including half an hour break. Lectures includes
common and important topics in family medicine,
internal medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology,
surgery, psychiatry, dermatology, ophthalmology, ear,
nose and thorax and pharmacology.
2. Practical training in family medicine
3. Clinical and field training in family medicine
In PDFM Sudan, the theoretical part and half of the
lectures in practical part are delivered via synchronous
videoconference (Distant learning). While the rest of the

course content is delivered on site via face to face approach.
On the other hand, the course content was delivered via
face-to face learning (Conventional learning) in PDFM
Egypt.
Both courses had the same learning objectives and
content comprised of the same teaching presentation and
handouts, planned and presented by the same Egyptian
lecturers. The sequence of PowerPoint slides and video in
PDFM Sudan were shown in the same order as the PDFM
Egypt and the candidates completed both courses in the
same time frame.
2.4. Outcome Assessment
The same post-theoretical-module exam was used to assess
candidates' knowledge in PDFM in Egypt and Sudan at the
same time. The exam was constructed by the head of the
PDFM scientific council. The questions were selected from
questions pool constructed by members of the scientific
council. The exam included 50 EMQs, all of these EMQs are
problem focused referring to realistic cases. For each EMQ, a
point value of 1 was assigned, for a total possible score of 50
points. Also, candidates' feedback was assessed using a Webbased questionnaire. Each question was scored on a 5-point
Likert scale.
2.5. Item Analysis of Exam
Item analysis was done using Classical Test Theory to
obtain item and test statistics. Item statistics include
difficulty index and discrimination index.
Difficulty index describes the percentage of students who
correctly answered a test item. The cut-off points to evaluate
the difficulty index of MCQs were: >70% (easy); 20–70%
(moderate); <20% (difficult). Moderate difficulty items (20–
70%) in a test have better discriminating ability [8].
Discriminating index is the ability of a test item to
discriminate between high and low examinee scorers. Higher
discriminating index in an item indicate greater
discriminating capability of that item. The cut-off values for
(DI) are as follow: >0.15 (discriminating index) and ≤ 0.15
(non-discriminating index) [9].
Test reliability was measured by cronbach alpha. It refers
to the extent to which the test is likely to produce a consistent
score. It ranges in value from zero (no reliability) to 1.00
(perfect reliability) [8].
2.6. Statistical Analysis
The collected data were statistically analyzed using
statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 16.
Data were statistically described in terms of Mean, ±
Standard Deviation (± SD) or Frequencies (Number of
cases) and percentages when appropriate. The difference in
the mean was assessed using independent t test. For
comparing categorical data, Chi square (X2) test was
performed. Fisher Exact test was used instead when the
expected frequency is less than 5. P value less than 0.05
was considered statistically.
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3. Results
Table 1. Test statistics of the PDFM Egypt and PDFM Sudan.
PDFM Egypt

PDFM Sudan

Number of candidates

38

89

Number of passed candidates

32

77

Mean score

36 ± 6.3

37.2 ± 6.4

Reliability coefficient

0.9188

0.8140

Table (1) shows that 32 candidates (84.2%) passed the
post-theoretical module exam of PDFM in Egypt while 77
candidates (86.5%) passed it in Sudan. There was no
significant difference between the mean of the score of both
exams (p value= 0.334). The results of the exam of PDFM in
both setting were analyzed separately. The reliability
coefficients of the exam in Egypt and Sudan were 0.9188 and
0.8140 respectively.
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candidates (response rate 41%) from PDFM Egypt and 25
candidates (response rate 28%) from PDFM Sudan. Their
responses are shown in figures (1-3). In PDFM Sudan and
Egypt, 44% and 28.6 % of the candidates (who returned the
questionnaire) stated that the course was better than they
have expected. While 68% of the candidates in PDFM Sudan
and 21.4% of the candidates in PDFM Egypt strongly agreed
that the course covered all the aspects of family practice.
Moreover, 76% of candidates in PDFM Sudan and 21.4 % of
the candidates in PDFM Egypt thought that the course
instructors were excellent.

Table 2. Comparison between difficulty and discrimination index of the
PDFM exam in Egypt and Sudan.
PDFM
Egypt

Item analysis

Discrimination
Index(DI)

Difficulty
Index

DI (>0.15)
Non-DI
(≤0.15)
Difficult
(<20%)
Moderated
(20–70%)
Easy
(>70%)

PDFM
Sudan

no

%

no

%

6

12

13

26

44

88

37

74

4

8

1

2

26

52

14

28

20

40

35

70

P
value*

0.074
Figure 2. Candidates' response to the whether the course covered all the
aspect of family practice or not.
0.009

Table (2) shows that there was no significant difference
between the discrimination index of the exam (p
value=0.074), while there was significant difference between
the difficulty index of the exam (p value=0.009) in PDFM
Egypt and Sudan.

Figure 3. Candidates' overall opinion regarding course instructors.

4. Discussion

Figure 1. Candidates' response to the extent the course met their
expectation.

The web-based questionnaire was returned by 14

In our study, synchronous videoconferencing has proved to
be an effective method in delivering family medicine
education and bridging the geographical divide across
countries. The percentage of candidates who has passed the
post-theoretical-module exam was nearly the same in PDFM
Egypt delivered via face-to-face learning and PDFM Sudan
delivered by synchronous videoconferencing (84.2% versus
86.5%). Also, there was no significant difference between the
mean of the exam score in both setting. This finding is
consistent with the results of a review done by Augestad and
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Lindsetmo
in
2009
[10],
where
synchronous
videoconferencing has proven to be an effective educational
tool for surgical education in remote areas. Also, in a
systematic review done by Chipps and his colleagues in 2012
[4], four studies shows no inferiority of videoconferencebased education to other modes in scoring knowledge and
one study indicated an increase in knowledge (in terms of
tests taken by the participants) in videoconference-based
education.
Since, the presence of confounding variables is a
methodological problem for educational evaluation, therefore
we tried to standardize the exam that was used to compare
between both cohorts. Also, the psychometric analysis of the
exam ensured the consistency and homogeneity of the exam
in both settings; the reliability coefficients of the exam in
Egypt and Sudan were 0.9188 and 0.8140 respectively.
Moreover, there was no significant difference between the
discriminating indexes in both setting. This indicates that the
constructed exam had the same ability in discriminating
between high and low candidates' scorers in both setting.
Surprisingly, there was significance difference in the
difficulty index of the exam, 70% of the exam questions were
considered easy (difficulty level >70%) in PDFM Sudan
compared to 40% of exam questions in PDFM Egypt.
One of the most important drawbacks of web-based
learning is the distant nature of interactions between students
and instructors which ended up by the candidates feeling
isolated from the instructors [11]. This was not the case in
PDFM Sudan, although the course content was delivered by
videoconferencing, candidates-instructors interaction was
maintained and every lecture ended by solving problembased questions or sharing in role play.
Although the response of the candidates to the web based
questionnaire was low (response rates of PDFM Egypt and
PDFM Sudan were 41% and 28% respectively). Completing
the course and entering the exam can be considered as an
indirect indication of candidates' satisfaction.
Strengths and limitations
This is the first study of which we are aware to directly
compare conventional and distant learning in the field of
family medicine in Egypt and Sudan. One of the limitations
of this study is the limited control of potentially confounding
variables of the two cohorts. While this limitation can be
controlled using a randomized design, in our study it was not
applicable to randomize candidates to one of the two routes.

5. Conclusion
Achievement level was comparable between candidates of
PDFM Egypt (delivered via conventional learning) and
Sudan (delivered via distant learning). Synchronous
videoconferencing can be used to expand educational
capacity and international cooperation between academic
institutions in developing countries, a particular priority in
the growing field of Family Medicine.
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